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Thinking of this, Charlie sighed helplessly, and said: “Since your mental quality is so poor, then I will
give you a psychological hint.

After that, he immediately tapped on the opponent’s forehead and said: “From now on, your only
task is to do everything I tell you to do with all your strength, do you understand?” The fastest chapter
update: At

this moment, the other person’s eyes were a little dull for a moment. It took more than ten seconds
to return to normal, and he respectfully said to Charlie: “I understand!

At this time, he has completely no longer panicked. He no longer stammers and his legs no longer
tremble.

Charlie then relaxed, pointing at the person lying on the ground, and said: “Take off his pants, and
then set him up. Just make sure that no one will find him tonight.”

“Okay! The

other party .” In response, he immediately stepped forward and took off the man’s pants, then
carried him up and hid him in a dilapidated house in an abandoned courtyard next to him.

Charlie put on the man ‘s clothes and pants directly, The person he had made psychological hints
also ran back and respectfully said: “It has been arranged according to your instructions!

Charlie nodded and asked him: “What is your name?

The man said in a hurry: “My name is Musa. Thrall. “

Charlie asked him: “Musa, do you have a face mask?

Musa hurriedly took out a black face mask in a plastic bag from his pocket, and said: “This was just
sent out two days ago. Haven’t used it yet.

Charlie nodded and took it and opened it. It was the kind of headgear that completely covered the
head. Not only did it wrap the head, but also covered most of the face, and only opened a slit in the
eye.

Charlie asked Musa: “If I wear this, will it look a bit too different?”

‘No! Musa said with certainty: “In fact, many people are used to wearing headgear. On the one hand,
it is to prevent faces from being remembered by outsiders. On the other hand, it is also to prevent
wind and sand. In addition, there is another reason, the commander. Afraid of being decapitated by
the other party, he asked some people to wear a headgear as long as they go out. This is the same for
him. This can effectively interfere with the other party’s judgment.
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Charlie relaxed, and after putting the headgear on his head, he said

Said: “Okay , you can take me over now! Musa nodded without hesitation, then bent down to pick up
two AK47s, and handed one of them to Charlie, and said, “Please take the gun. ! back

Charlie feared he would resist a gun that he took it the following AK47, a kind of mold it will hang on
the body, and then they Musa a – play toward the center of the village and walked

along the way , I encountered many soldiers who came through accidentally or on patrol. Some
people recognized Musa and greeted him. Although Musa was a little slow, he was still normal, so no
one was suspected.

As for those wearing hoods. Charlie, he didn’t say a word, and no one took the initiative to greet him,
because when a person wears a headgear, only people who know him well can recognize who he is.
One knows who he is, and no one can match him with his acquaintances.

In fact, this is the safest way, because their army seems to have one or two thousand people, and no
one is really familiar with everyone. , So they didn’t recognize Charlie, and they would only put Charlie
among those unfamiliar group of comrades. They had no doubt that Charlie would be an invader from
outside. When they

came to the square in the center of the village, Charlie found that many soldiers were nervously
busy in front of the four helicopters at this time, so Charlie asked Musa in a low voice: “What are those
people doing?”

Musa hurriedly replied: “They are all helicopter teams. Most of the people are maintenance
personnel. Today’s weather is gloomy and visibility is poor. Our visual observation will be restricted a
lot. So we will send helicopters to patrol the air in turn to monitor whether there are government
forces approaching us quietly. “

Charlie nodded, thinking of something, and asked him, “By the way, would you drive a helicopter?”

Musa shook his head and said, “I don’t know that I am from an armored brigade, I can drive tanks and
infantry vehicles.

Charlie nodded. Head, Charlie does not have a clear plan for how to take her away after

saving Ziva Hank. It would be nice to say if only Ziva Hank was saved . Even if he carried her out
quietly, and walked dozens of kilometers along the mountain road. It’s not a big deal for Isaac
Cameron and the others to meet.

However, if you want to save Ziva Hank and her seven other little friends, it will be very difficult on
your own.

Thinking of this, he put this question behind his head, and secretly said: “Now It’s not the time to
think about this, let’s talk about it when we meet someone!”
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